Seraphim: A Living Art Experience

Around the Stage dancers perform their newest work, Seraphim, inspired by an 18’ tall sculpture!
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- Reno choreographer, Keely Cobb, collaborates with local artist, Nicole Ashton, on a public art sculpture and dance viewing!
- Grab your blankets and your family to watch this newest dance work under the stars!
- The premiere of an 18’ tall Seraphim sculpture next to the premiere of an evening length dance work!
- A form of guardian art to watch over us as we navigate through the world’s changes.
- A beautifully crafted work that combines visual art with performance art in an outdoor setting.
- A work that forces the audience to think about the solidarity and love we need in today’s society.

Reno, NV- You do not want to miss this unique experience of visual and performance art!

- Seraphim will premiere this July 22nd and 23rd @ 7:30 pm behind the outdoor amphitheater at Sage Ridge School!

About the Show: Seraphim is an evening length dance and visual art show that takes inspiration from and showcases a newly crafted 18’ tall guardian art sculpture of a Seraphim Angel. Seraphim are the traditional angels of the heavens; they are the ministering spirits who live near and perform miracles in everyday life. The dance work explores themes of support, protection, and togetherness through virtuosic and theatrical modern and contemporary dance. The performance will take place outside on the lawn behind the outdoor amphitheater at Sage Ridge School. Sage Ridge School is sponsoring this event and the construction of the sculpture as the sculpture’s permanent home will be at Sage Ridge.

Seraphim: A Living Art Experience will show July 22nd and 23rd @ 8:00 pm Sage Ridge School, 2515 Crossbow Court, Reno, NV 89511. Tickets: General-$20.00 Students-$12.00. Tickets available at renolittletheater.org or www.keelycobb.com/upcoming-events

For more information, contact Keely Cobb at productions@keelycobb.com. More Pictures available upon request. Photo Credit: Trisha French

###
Around the Stage Dancers: Green- Kristin Austin, Pink – Noelle Ruggieri and Brown – Ivy Case
Around the Stage Dancer Glynis Irving

Around the Stage Dancer Noelle Ruggieri